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Abstract—E-learning aims to build knowledge and skills in order to enhance the quality of learning. Research has shown that the majority of the e-learning solutions lack in pedagogical background and present some serious deficiencies regarding teaching strategies and content delivery, time and pace management, interface design and preservation of learners’ focus. The aim of this review is to approach the design of e-learning solutions with a pedagogical perspective and to present some good practices of e-learning design grounded on the core principles of Learning Theories (LTs).
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I. INTRODUCTION

E-LEARNING is the delivery, via WWW, of concise and dynamic educational content and instructional methods which aims to build knowledge and skills in order to enhance the quality of learning [1]. Research [2],[3] has shown that developing a successful Web-based learning environment is a challenging and complicated enterprise that involves principles from various disciplines like pedagogy, psychology, software and knowledge engineering, and ICT technologies [4].

Even though the great advances of technology and the introduction of the ICT in education may have improved learning activities [5], there is a false impression that e-learning is purely technology-enhanced [6]. E-learning is not only technology. Technology should be considered only as a mean to deliver educational content and not as the fundamental nature of e-learning. An e-learning environment, however sophisticated or technologically advanced it could be, it will not be proved efficient if it is not based on pedagogical basis.

As [2] states, “effective learning must produce profound understanding, not merely knowledge reproduction”. Nevertheless, since the origins of e-learning, research [7]-[9] has underlined major concerns about its quality and effectiveness. With the exception of the elimination of the time and space barriers, the online content provides, most of the times, no additional enhancement to the educational learning experience [1]. For such reason, in order to improve e-learning solutions, there is a need to enrich them with pedagogical principles and state an explicit theory [9].

The aim of this review is to approach the design of e-learning solutions with a pedagogical perspective and to present some good practices which are based on the core principles of four Learning Theories (LTs): Behaviourism, Cognitivism, Constructivism and Active Learning.

II. E-LEARNING SOLUTIONS TODAY

 Nowadays, it is available a variety of e-learning solutions, commercial or free of charge, covering a vast range of subjects. Some are intended as a stand-alone solution and others as a supplement of traditional education. They propose an attractive package of services and tools but the majority presents some serious deficiencies regarding: a) teaching strategies and content delivery, b) time and pace management, c) interface design and d) preservation of learners’ focus.

As far as the teaching strategies and educational content are concerned, technology provides designers with the opportunity to create stylish environments where educational material is presented by text, graphs, audio, video and even simulations of real classroom settings using virtual reality. Yet, the fundamental problem for the quality and effectiveness of the educational procedure is the structure of the teaching and not the mean of delivery [10]. Any technology is pedagogically neutral [6]. The educational approach and the selected strategies to deliver content, to sustain learners during the studying program, to evaluate their progress and to underline their strengths and weakness are more important than an elaborated interface. Still, in most cases, one of the most important quality factors is neglected, thus the development of properly structured content for e-learning solutions that suits the biology of adult learners and covers different learning styles [11]. Developers focus on technologies and tools, often restricted due to their proprietary character [1],[6],[12], which reproduce existing textbooks in online environments. In e-learning scenery, technology took on a more important role than pedagogy [6].

Another core aspect of e-learning is personalization. In contrast to traditional learning, where there is a pre-established lesson plan, online learners should be given the chance to determine the learning agenda according to their personal needs. Currently, little importance is given to the learners’ different cognitive levels and preferences, whereas learning paths are still rigid and learning is passive [13]. Additionally, many of the courses are still being offered within a restricted time frame, without consideration of the learners preferred pace and capabilities.
As technology evolves, interfaces of e-learning programs become more and more complicated. The majority of the existing e-learning solutions have interfaces that are often overloaded with information and elaborated graphics. In consequence learners concentrate on technology and not on the material offered. To avoid this, the design of such interfaces should be based on pedagogical grounds in order to provide a flexible and efficient learning environment.

In all learning programs, and especially in e-learning solutions, motivation is, probably, the most critical element. Learners should know in advance the educational goals of the e-learning program and the benefits obtained from the educational procedure. Even when carrying out the program, learners should be able to evaluate their progress and achievement of educational goals with the aid of tests, assignments and informative feedback from the tutor and the other learners in order to redefine a possible erroneous approach. John Keller summarized the existing theories on the psychological motivation of the learner and created the ARCS model [14],[15]. ARCS stands for Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction. More precisely [14],[15]:

- **Attention**: the most important concern in the ARCS model is to gain and maintain the learners’ interest.
- **Relevance**: the interest of the learner is not maintained unless s/he feels that the learning process is relevant.
- **Confidence**: confidence is mostly important in order to make the learner feel that the lesson s/he undertakes is worth the effort.
- **Satisfaction**: the learner should obtain satisfaction and a feeling of reward after the conclusion of the process.

### III. LEARNING THEORIES

All educational systems should be designed to promote knowledge. For that reason, even before the design and implementation of any educational solution, designers should be aware of the LTs and the way learners learn.

Many LTs exist, but none is especially formulated in order to support e-learning environments. With the continuous research on this area, new LTs are emerging, but still the most common approach is the combination of more than one LT when designing a web-based learning environment and the relative learning material.

Some researchers and educators may disagree that new LTs should be formulated, as the existing theories are sufficient, well established and are currently used, after being adapted to the new demands, with great success in education. The main problem is that all theories have been formulated long before the proliferation of the Internet and its massive use in education. According [16], what is needed is not a new, stand alone theory, but a model that incorporates the principals of different LTs for the development of educational systems and content. As mentioned above, the development of an appropriate and effective educational material should be grounded on the principles of pedagogy. For the selection of the most suitable strategies, the developer of the educational system should be familiar with the different learning styles. S/he should know how to motivate the learners, help reinforcing their character, facilitate the cognitive procedure, provide prompt and accurate feedback, identify and meet the specific needs of each learner and support her/him during the entire studying program. The above constitutes the prior aim in the distance education where tutor and learners do not coexist in the same physical environment.

The first educational systems were based on the Behaviourist Learning Theory. The main supporters of Behaviourism LT, [17]-[19], postulate that learning is an observable change of the behaviour of the learner that originates from external conditions [19]. More precisely, the brain is considered a black box, thus it responds to stimuli and the reactions provoked can be estimated without taking into account any intellectual activity. Concluding, Behaviourism LT detects the behaviours that can be considered indicatives of learning and can be estimated [20].

Some educators argue that not all changes are observable and that learning is much more than a behavioural change. Based on such belief, there has been a cross from Behaviourism to the Cognitive Learning Theory. Cognitive psychology sustain that learning involves different kind of memories, motivation and thinking. Equally important in learning is considered the reflection. The sustainers of Cognitivism believe that learning is an internal process and also concur that the amount of information memorized and the pre-existing knowledge [21] are not affecting the ability and the quality of the mental processing [22],[23]. Moreover, Cognitivism states that information is stored in memory using a node pattern that creates a network, where nodes are connected to each other by means of relations [24].

Recently, e-learning developers adopted a Constructivist approach. In fact, most of the existing e-learning programs are based on a Constructivist LT [25]. The supporters of Constructivism state that learners interpret and encode the information and the circumambient in basis of their own personal perception [26],[27]. Thus, learners learn better when they are able to attribute a personal meaning to information. Reference [1] states that:

> “individuals gradually build their own understanding of the world through experience, maturation, and interaction with the environment, to include other individuals. Thus, from the constructivist viewpoint, the learner is an active processor of information”.

Another interesting LT that can be applied in e-learning environments is Active Learning. According [28] Active Learning is any educational strategy that engages learners in the learning procedure [29]-[31]. In other words, Active Learning requires the active involvement of learners in the learning process [32] in order to achieve a better understanding of the educational content. This could be actualized with the use of learning activities that combine previous experience or dialogue. Reference [33] differentiated
two kinds of dialogue and two kinds of experience. The two main types of dialogue are “dialogue with self” (think reflectively) and “dialogue with others” and the two main types of experience are “observing” and “doing” [33].

Examining carefully the LTs analyzed above, it is obvious that they present similarities in the fundamental ideas and principles. Accordingly, the design of an online learning system could embrace the principles of all suggested theories. The principles of Behaviourism could be used to teach the facts, thus the «what», the principles of Cognitivism could be used to teach procedures and principles, thus the «how» and, the principles of Constructivism could be used to teach the causation and the more complex notions, thus the «why» [34]. Likewise, the whole educational procedure should be aligned with the principles of Active Learning in order to stimulate and maintain vivid learners’ attention, which in e-learning environments is very important as the learner has complete control of the learning process. Fig. 1 summarizes the relations that subsist among LTs.
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### IV. DESIGN PRINCIPLES

It is argued that technology is pedagogically neutral [6]. Yet, e-learning technology, in order to be qualitative and efficient, ought to be pedagogically biases. The way technology is being used is more important than the technology itself [35], as the key problem in an e-learning environment is knowledge acquisition, thus the long-term retention of information and the ability to apply what is learned in everyday life.

Literature review [9],[35] revealed the need to reconsider e-learning design in pedagogical basis. One way to enhance educational procedure is to integrate and adjust LTs principles on the e-learning field. Table 1 summarizes the core principles of the LTs presented. In such aspect, some good practices are presented regarding teaching strategies and content delivery, time and pace management, interface design and preservation of learners’ focus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LT</th>
<th>Core Principles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behaviourism</td>
<td>Brain is a black box&lt;br&gt;External stimuli provoke reactions &lt;br&gt;Observation of behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitivism</td>
<td>Involvement of different kinds of memories &lt;br&gt;Learning is an internal process &lt;br&gt;Use of node patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructivism</td>
<td>Attribution of personal meaning to information &lt;br&gt;Building of personal understanding &lt;br&gt;Active process of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Learning</td>
<td>Active involvement &lt;br&gt;Combination of previous experience and dialogue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 Summary of LTs principles

### A. Educational Content and Assessment

Traditional textbooks are not always suitable in e-learning settings where tutor and learners are physically separated. As previously mentioned, the educational content should be accurate, concise, thorough and well designed so as to be suitable for quality and effective online learning. The structure of the material should go from simple to more complicated concepts, from known to unknown situations, from theory to practice.

Reference [36] asserts that an online educational program should include a variety of educational approaches in order to accommodate different learning styles. A learning style refers to the way learners comprehend, react and interact to the learning environment [37],[38]. There are different learning approaches that vary from theory to practice. According [39], learners who prefer the theoretical approach tend to memorize facts and figures and search for new information regarding a variety of subjects. On the other hand, learners who prefer the practical approach tend to apply new knowledge in real-life scenarios and learn from their experience. In view of that, an e-learning solution is efficient when learners with different learning styles are presented with the proper educational material and activities.

The simulation of ordinary situations relevant to the educational content should be present in the e-learning educational practice. The adoption of this strategy helps the learner to deeply understand the concepts giving a personal meaning to the knowledge provided. One way to do so, according [11], is to give learners the chance to carry out tasks and assignments that use real-life scenarios and connect the current experiences obtained to past ones and foresee the future implications.

Reference [40] affirms that information presented in different formats than the ordinary text is elaborated better as different parts of the brain are stimulated. Presenting educational content in various ways facilitates the elaboration and memorization of information. In particular, in the work of [4], apart from text, where present graphs, audio and video files, and other possible alternative presentation of the same information, as by presenting material in different modalities, the system covers different learners’ needs.

Finally, the delivery of educational content in small and semantically complete entities smoothes the progress of elaboration and memorization. Reference [41] suggested that...
it is preferable to visualize on the screen from five to nine items. If the educational content consists of more than nine items, then those should be presented via conceptual maps. Conceptual maps consist of presenting a synopsis of the subject in a linear, hierarchical or netlike way [42],[43]. During the educational program, according [44], all items are presented and analysed in depth. At the end of the program, the conceptual map is accessible once more, including this time the relationships that incur between items. They also suggest that, in order to facilitate even more the elaboration of information, it is a good idea to ask learners to formulate their own conceptual map, either during the educational procedure or at the end of the program [44], whereas this activity can help learners to better apprehend the details of the educational material.

B. Time and Pace Management

The most important characteristics of e-learning are independence of time and personalization. Reference [45] asserts that information remains in memory less than a second and, if it is not elaborated and memorized in long-term memory, then it is lost. The elaboration of any new information lasts about 20 seconds and if not concluded, the information fails to be memorized. Put in another way, the amount of stored information depends on the quality of learner’s mental elaboration [45]. For such reason, [46] proposes an e-learning solution that utilizes strategies which provide learners with the necessary time to apprehend and elaborate information, such as journal keeping and prompting questions to reflect on.

In e-learning programs, learners should be able to appoint their personal pace as every learner has an individual learning style with different needs and capabilities. Additionally, the majority of learners who undertake an e-learning program have limited free time due to occupation and family life [47]. Reference [6] supports e-learning solutions that do not have restricted time frames, i.e. an academic semester, but permit learners to dedicate the time desired to elaborate the material and to conclude tasks.

C. Interface Design

The system should give learners the opportunity to use their senses to comprehend and elaborate the information provided, in order to memorize new data. According to [48], an efficient e-learning solution stimulates senses by using well-designed and well-placed graphics (colours, size and type of font, graphs, pictures), controlled delivery of educational content and by presenting the educational content in various formats (sound, animation, video, etc.), without overloading learner with stimuli. Avoiding non important stimuli lets the learner focus on the important data.

D. Learners’ Involvement and Focus Preservation

Learners should be motivated in order to undertake an e-learning program. Even the most well designed application is doomed to fail its original purpose if the user is not motivated enough. Reference [6] designed an e-learning solution that keep learners active by leading then to apply, analyze, compose and evaluate new information. This is achieved through involving learners to real-life tasks, individual or group assessments, and conversation boards where tutor and learners could discuss, clarify misunderstandings and appose ideas.

V. CONCLUSION – FUTURE WORK

The proliferation of information over the Internet and the introduction of ICT in education altered the way people learn. As [10] states, online information is not actual knowledge, but how this information is treated makes it knowledge. Evaluation of e-learning programs has shown that they lack in fundamental educational principles. Hence, there is a need to reconsider e-learning in educational basis in order to enhance online education qualitatively.

In an attempt to overcome deficiencies regarding teaching strategies and content delivery, time and pace management, interface design and preservation of learners’ focus, some good practices of e-learning design were presented. Such solutions are partially grounded on the core principles of LTs. However, as argued earlier, e-learning research is still far from stating an explicit e-learning theory and designing an integrated solution with concrete learning outcomes that covers the online learners’ needs. The next step is to design and implement an e-learning solution that covers the proposed pedagogical principles and test it in a real educational scenario.
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